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MODULAR MANUAL ROTARY MICROTOMES 
WITH EXCEPTIONAL PRECISION AND 
ROBUST TECHNOLOGY

· Manufactured according to the standards  

 of class 4/MedGV.

· Guaranteed reliability through over-

 extension protection and sliding-clutch 

 anti-locking system in the coarse 

 advance.

· Knife is moveable and angle adjustable   

 whilst retaining the basic instrument.

· The MICROS principle reduces potential  

 injuries through a knife guard which locks 

 at position.

· Microtome lock is conveniently integrated

 in the smooth-running handwheel.

· Specimen changes becomes easy through  

 advanced accessory design.

A proven concept and new approach 

to manual sectioning makes MICROS 

RAZOR and STEELY to the best choice for 

research and routine work in biological, 

medical or industrial areas.

RAZOR
Equipped with a knife holder base which 

accepts various knife holders. RAZOR 

comes with a disposable Blade Holder 

Basic Unit, a quick-release clamping 

system for clamping different blades. 

The knife guard is moveable.

STEELY
Comes also with a knife holder base for 

different knife holders. STEELY is equipped 

with a Standard Knife Holder R, which ac-

cepts standard and Tungsten Carbid Knives. 

Knife guard, clearance angle adjustment 

and knife height adjustement are granted.

· Micro and coarse advanced movements in  

 enclosed housing.

· Coarse advance on the left side, clockwise  

 and counterclockwise

· Optimum specimen guidance by mainte  

 nance-free cross roler guides.

To fi x round specimens there are 

different inserts available, which can 

be used together with the standard 

object clamp.

Waste tray (an option, not supplied with 

the basic model) collects the sectioning 

wastage and can be changed easily for 

cleaning purposes.

SAFETY
Before changing the object or the knife

you should block the hand wheel by 

the lock which is conveniently integrated 

in the smooth-running hand wheel and 

which is designed for easy and 

ergonomic one-thumb-use.
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